Introduction
Calculations of steady state electromagnetic shielding in a linear system make use of conservation of power [1] . At high frequencies such calculations frequently make assumptions about the homogeneity of the fields inside the shielded volume or cavity, and make use of free space or unloaded transmission and receiving properties of apertures and antennas. When losses are sufficient to result in a high degree of modal overlap, transmission and receiving properties approach free space unloaded levels [2] .
The idea of high frequency modal fields being composed of a random distribution of plane waves [3] , leading to normal distributions of the field amplitude, has been used in various areas, including problems in electromagetics [4] . Recently antenna radiation and coupling problems have been investigated using these chaotic field assumptions [5, 6] .
Cavities which have boundary shapes supporting interior regions of stability can exhibit various types of confined modes, including whispering gallery and bouncing ball modes, as well as modes along closed geodesic curves [7, 8] .
Enhancements along unstable periodic orbits also exist and have been called scars [9] . These have been investigated for the Schrodinger equation using high frequency (energy) semiclassical techniques, and recently there have appeared discussions of bounding levels at interior foci [10] . A method was also introduced to treat constant energy scarring for convex wall geometries (without foci) [11] , which is convenient for treatment of the time harmonic electromagnetic problems that are the focus of this paper.
Combining the elliptic geometry approach [7] with the random phase 0 Φ reflection coefficient [11] , gives a high frequency solution u along the horizontal periodic orbit (of length 2 = L and mirror radius of curvature R). The left figure shows the coordinates for the bow tie and the right figure shows the coordinates used in the stadium (and the various regions involved). We limit attention here to the even-even eigenmodes. 
where ξ ζ , are elliptic cylinder coordinates, + U is a parabolic cylinder function, and
The field from a boundary element (EIGER TM ) simulation of one quarter bow tie cavity is shown, illustrating a scar along the horizontal axis; the field variation is also shown compared to the high frequency construction, and to a simple 
∫ ∫
Normalization in the stadium involves a principal value evaluation at the focus. This paper examined the high frequency time harmonic localization of modal fields in two dimensional cavities along unstable periodic orbits. The elliptic formalism [7] , combined with the random phase approach [11] , allowed the treatment of both convex and concave boundary geometries. Details can be found in the report [12] .
